Flight Integration Support Update I

• **Calibration Infrastructure** — Joanne, Marco, Riccardo
  – On track for end of May release
  For info on rdbGui see:
    http://www.fisica.uniud.it/~glast/vrvs_040504.html

• **EBF/LDF**
  – LDF v05-00-01 upgrade in progress
  – Unit test hopefully next week

• **OPUS**
  – On schedule…something useable by the end of the week
Flight Integration Support II

- **calibGenCal – Zachary (NRL)**
  - Fix for windows in progress
- **EngineeringModel - a tale of two towers**
  - New TkrUtil tag – Thanks Leon
  - New xmlGeoDbs tag – Thanks Joanne
  - New EM tag v1r0402p0 (v1r0402p1 coming soon)
  - Joanne verified the grid dimensions with Marc Campell
  - Hoping to include calibGen*** packages in upcoming EM tag
  - Julie is working on a system test suite with Eduardo input